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By P. I. Wilterdink 

The results of an experImenta lnve5tigation of rim orackbg 
in a welded-blade composite gas-turbine wheel, in two oarbon-steel 
disks, and in five tool-steel disks are presented. 

In order to determine the effeotivenees of holes in preventing 
crack propagation, l/a-inch and l/16-inoh-diameter holes were drilled 
in the rim of the welded-blade composite gas-turbine wheel. Although 
causing the cracks to grow through the holes in the course of sub- 
jecting the wheel to thermal-stress cycles was impossible, the 
effectiveness of the holes in preventing oraok growth was difficult 
to estimate accurately. The estimation was difficmlt beaause a 
considerable portion of the stress relief appeared to be ocmrring 
in a few long oraoke, which existed before the holes were drilled 
in the rim. Craok growth ocourred during the cooling part of the 
thermal-stress oycle. 

The influence of hardness and various types of notch on rim 
oracking was investigated by eubJe&ing 13.5-inch-diameter disks to 
thermal-stress uycles. It was impossible to cause crauks in the 
notched rims of carbon-steel disks with a maximum rim temperature 
of 13500 F bemuse of the loss of hardness during the time that the 
rim were at the high temperature, In tapered tool-steel disk&, 
cracks oocurred mme easily at 60°-V notches in the rim than at 
eemiciroulm notches, as anticipated; l/8-inch-diameter holes in 
the rim were more effective than 1/164nch4iameter holes in etop- 
ping crack gmwth; ttie greater the hardness, the more easily the 
disks cracked. 

In the construction of gas-turbine wheels, welding has been 
used to attach blades to the rim of the wheel. Sane of the 



advantages of welding over other methods of attaohment are lower 
ooste and more rapid fabrication; also op the basis of strength, 
a welded joint is a very effiuient means of attaching the blades 
to the rim of the wheel. The experience of Ameriuan and British 
mamfa&urere with the welded-blade construction has shown that 
oracks in the rim of the wheel between blades frequently oocur 
during operation and these oraoks limit the useful life of welded- 
blade turbine wheels. 

The result5 of a preliminary lnveetigation of the rim-cracking 
problem are reported in reference 1, in whioh the phenomenon of rim 
craoklng in turbine wheels with wslded blades is explained on the 
basis of the oacurrence of plastic flow in the rim during starting of 
the turbine. It is stated in reference 1 that under starting oon- 
ditions, the thermal ccerpress~ctu stresses in the rim, resulting 
from the large temperature gradients, exceed the proportional elas- 
tia limit of the material and that when the wheel has cooled af%er 
operation, high residual tensile stresses, which may cause oracking, 
result. The benefioial effeots, namely, reduotion in craok propa- 
gation of axial holes at a small distance below the outer edge of 
the turbine disk or of radial slots in the rim between blades we 
discussed. 

An experimental investigation of scxne of the faotore influencing 
rim cracking in gas-turbine disks oonduoted at the RACA Lewie lab- 
oratory is reported herein. The effeotiveness of holes in preventing 
craak propsgation, the lnfluenoe of hardness and various types of 
notuh on rim oraokIng, and the point in the thermal-etreee oyole at 
whioh oraok growth ooour5 were investigated. 

Turbine wheels with Inserted blades were exoluded fran this 
lnve5tigat1cn. In reference 1, it is stated that rim cracking is 
due to residual tension in the rim. Wheels with inserted blades 
have dieoontinuous rims and the part of the rim Interrupted by the 
blade roots cannot euet8in tangential tensile loading. The fact 
that rim oraokZng Is rely encountered in Inserted blade wheels 
seems to aonfirm these statements. b9any of the concliti~s aesooi- 
ated with rim oracking in the continuous rti of a welded-blade 
turbine wheel osn be simulated in a einrple disk with a aantlnuoae 
rim and no blades. The investigation of scme of the faotors related 
to the rim-oracking problem5 1755 therefore oondacted tith eimgle 
disks. The Investigations reported herein were oonduoted using: 
(a) welded-blade c~poeite gas-turbine wheel; (b) -bon-steel 
disks; and (0) tool-steel disks. 
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The methods employed in obtaining and evaluating the results 
differed oonsiderably for each of the three investigations. The 
report has been divided into three se&ions corresponding to the 
three investigations. 

WELDED-BLADECCMPoSITEGASTURBINEWHEEL 

The most dire& approach to the rim-oraoking probleun is to 
oonduct experiments on the actual gas-turbine wheel. A high tem- 
perature gradient exists in the turbine wheel during the startlng 
of a turbojet or turbine-propeller engine and plastio flow in con- 
pression may occur in the rim. If such plastic flow occur5, resid- 
UC tensile stresses will be present in the rim after the turbine 
wheelhas oooled. If rim oraoking is the result of high residual 
tensile stre85e8, the prowlzion of cracks should take place dur- 
ing or after the cooling of the turbine wheel. The point in the 
thermal-stress cycle at which crack growth occurs was investigated 
in the welded-blade composite gas-turbine wheel. The drilling of 
holes at the ends of oracks has been quite widely used to prevent 
crack propagation. The value of drilled holes in preventing the 
growth of rim oracks ina gas-turbine wheelwasalso investigated. 

Apparatus and Procedure 

Turbine wheel and modifications. - The investigation was cQn- 
ducted on a oomposite-type gas-turbine wheel. The center was SAE 4340 

steel. The *inoh radial-thickness rim, which was welded to the 

center part of the wheel, WBS 'Pi&a 16-25-6. TIE blades E= Welded 
to the rim. Theturbinewheelwas onethathadbeenoparatedina 
turbine-propeller~un.tilcrac~betweentheblades had pro- 
greased some distance into the rim. A photograph of part of the 
wheel at the time it was removed from servioe is presented in fig- 
ure 1. The length of the craoks, dimension A (fig. l), was measured 
from the edge of the bevel on the rim at the base of the bladea. 
At the time the wheel was removed from service, the average length 
of all cracks was 0.22 inah. 

The downstream side of the wheel, after holes were drilled in 
loupe of four, with an average spacing of 12 blades between each 
group of holes is shown in figure 2. Table I gives the locations 
and the hole sizes. The holes were drilled on the radial line 
between the bases of two adjaoent blades, as shown in figure 3. 
The distance, B (fig. 3), from the oenter of the holes to the bevel 
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m the rim at the base of the blades varied fran 3/16 inoh to 
5/16 inch as shown in table I. This dietanoe was oonetant for e&oh 
group of four holes. Eoles were drilled at the base of approxi- 
mately 25 peroent of the blades. Six groups of four holes e&oh or 
a total of 24 holes were l/16 inch in dismeter and six groups of 
four holes each were l/8 inch in diameter. 

Most of the craoks were somewhat shorter than the average of 
0.22 inoh, but a few ora& were muoh I- than 0.22 inoh; con- 
sequently, when the holes were drilled, five of the long oracke 
extended beyond the holes. In the ease of the other holes, the 
craoks did not appesr to reach one-third of the holes and approxi- 
mately two-thirds of the holes were drilled in such a manner that 
the craoke appeared to stop within the holes. The length of the 
uraoks varied between the upstream and downstream sides of the 
wheel. The relative positions of the cracks before the runs with 
respect to the holes are shown by the first row of table II 
(number of thermal 5tre55 oyoles, 0). 

Measurements. - Crack gages were installed on the downstream 
side of the wheel, as shown in figure 2. The oraok gages were 
similar to those deeoribed in referen- 2. The orackgages con- 
sisted of a O.OCl-inch-diameter IJiohrome wire. About l/2 inch of 
the wire was oeuwnted to the wheel with aersmio oement. The wire 
was mounted perpendicular to the oraok and at the end of the oraok, 
or at a short distance beyond the end of the crack; when the crack 
propagated to the wire, the wire broke. A light bulb of the "grain 
of wheat" type was used in series with each gage to indicate the 
time at which it broke. 

Craok lengths were measured at a magnification of approxinately 
X4 with a cathetometer after every five or ten oycles of induoticPl 
heating. Readings were aocurate to about 0.4 millimeter. A small 
part of the m&-length data, reported for the early part of the 
progrsm, was obtained by measuremnts from photograph5 in which the 
magnificatlcn was 8ppraimatel.y X3. 

Temperatures were measured with ohrcxael-alumel thermocouples, 
which had been spot-welded to the down&ream side of the wheel, as 
shown in figure 2. A multiple-point reoording potentiometer was 
used to obtain the temperature distribution. 

getup and method of i.nvsstigaticm. - The turbine wheel was 
subjected to oyclee of thermal stress by induction heating. The 
equipment used is shown in figure 4. The power at a frequency of 
approximately 10,000 oyclee per second was supplied by a 15-kilowatt 
induotion-heating machine. The rim of the wheel at the base of the 
blades was heated by a pair of three-turn pan&e-type induct* coil5. 
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One coil ~55 on the upstream side of the wheel and oB1e coil, which 
den be seen in figure 4, was cm the downstream side of the wheel. 
The turbine wheel was slowly rotated in the coil5 to obtain uniform 
heating along the oircumferenoe of the wheel; a temperature sadlent 
existed in the radial direction of the wheel. The thermocouple 
lead wires and the oraok-gage lead wires were allowed to twist. 
slowly ia one direction &then inthe otherdire&ion, The maxi- 
mum rotation of the wheel was approxtitely 2 repolutiatm in each 
direction. 

The thermal-stress cycle coneisted in heating the rim of the 
turbine wheel to lUO" F in apprcu&nately 25 to 30 minutes and then 
oooling the wheel by means of fans on both sides of the wheel. The 
tempemture distribution during heating is shown .$n figure 5 and 
the temperature distribution during oooling is shown in figure 6. 
like rim of the wheel cooled very rapidly during the early psrt of 
the cooling ayole. After 3.12 hour of cooling, the max3mm tem- 
perature in the wheel was approxAmately 220' F and the minimum 
temperature was approximately 17Oo F. Theminimumooolingtimswae 
1 hour, sfter which the temperature In the wheel was 100° to l5Oo F. 
Durkq the process of heating, the edges of the holes and the 
oracks beosms red a few seconds before the main part of the rim, 
but this differenoe was not believed to be a eerious effeot. 

Results and Di5et1s5iaa 

Cause of mauk mowth. - The part of the themal-stress cycle 
during whiohthe oracks grew was detemed by the am& gages. 
The indioator lights vent out during the cooling part of the oycle 
indioating breaking of the -ok-gage wire. Most of the gages 
failed in the period frcm 3 to 10 minutes after the inducrtion- 
heat- powef was shut off. After a gage failed in the aooling 
part of the oyole, the gsge would cause the indicator bulb to 
light sgain during the heating part of the cycle for a number of 
oyoles following failure. 

These results indioated that maok growth occurs during the 
cooling part of the oyele, because of the tangential tensile 
5tre55e5. At no time during the cooling part of the ayale did the 
rim beome~appreoiably moler than the hub; omsequently, any 
tensile stresses result- irom temperature gradients in the wheel 
during the oooling part of the cmle were negligible. The tensile 
stresses dnring cooling seem to be a result of plastio flow in 
ocmpreesicm that occurred during the heating pm?b of the aycle. 
Thefa~tthatthebroken~~-Etage#Ires~e'ocartaotagain on 
reheating the wheel indioatee that the cwacks closed up beoause of 
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compressive stresses during heating. These results therefore erper- 
imentally verify those of referenoe 1 in regard to the basic cause 
of the rim-crauking problem. 

Rate of eraok growth. - The results of the m5a5urement5 of 
orackleq$hare presented Intable III. The ora&5 shorterthan 
0.22 lnoh seem to have grown very little or none during the runs. 
One reascm for the apparent negative mh of the short oracks 
was that when the length of a crack exceeded 0.22 inoh, it was not 
reported in this group. The cml55ion of the lcmger oraoks may 
demeasethe average oraok length for the remaininguacks inthe 
WouP* The inaccuraoies in orack measurements my also have oon- 
trlbuted to the appsrent negative grcmth. Jn general, the lcmg 
craoks m muoh more rapidly than the short oracks. The mauner 
in which the loq crack5 grew is ehmn in figure 7. The rate of 
cBEr the long ma&s Increased as the length of the aracks 

. This imrease seamed to indicate that as the testing 
progressed the porticm of stress relief ooourring in the long 
cracks became larger. 

Effectiveness of holes in stoppW craok pyowth. - The growth 
of the crack5 at the locations where holes wers drilled is shown 
in table II. Seven cracks professed to the holes during the runs, 
but it was impossible to oause these cram to progrese beymd the 
holes. After 30 thermal-stress cyoles, four crack5 appear to have 
gone Fran the holes to the regia beyond ths holes. P'lgure 7 shows 
that for a given craak there is acme variatim between the upetrem- 
side and downstream-side crack length. The crmk length in the 
interior of the rim, between the two outside surfaces, may have 
been different fran the crack length measured on either eurfaoe. 
Probably the four urack5 that appear to have gone fraarthe holes to 
the region beyond the holes actually extended beycmd the holes in 
the Interior of the rim at the time the holes were drilled. V 
any part of a crack ao4mallyextended beyondthehole atthetimb 
the hole was drilled, the hole naturally would not be effeotlvb in 
stopping orack growth. 

The problem of oracke extendlug beyond the holes before these 
runs were etmted could have been avoided by drilling the holes at 
agreaterdlstance franthe edge of the rlm;butthis promdure was 
undesirable, because in a turbine wheel to be operated in sm engine 
drilling the holes near the outer edge of the rim would be neoeesary 
to avoid exoeesively weakening the rinL 

The rapid gruuth ofthelmgoraoks and the perysmall growth 
of the short oracke seam to indioate that a ocausiderable portion of 
the relief of stresses resulting from oraaking was taking place in 
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the lang cracks. These faotme make the 5ati5factory evaluation of 
the crack-stopplng effectiveness of the holes difficult. Obeerva- 
tions of the individual oracks showed that the cracks not reaching 
the hole locations at the time the holes were drilled did not 
propagate beyond the holes. A more accurate determination of the 
effectiveness of holes in stopping crack propagation could be made 
if holes were drilled in the rim between every blade before or&&e 
developed. . 

In thermal-stress runs of the type used in the preceeding 
investigation, the blades on a turbine wheel act 5inUar to a series 
of notches along the rti. In order to investigate the influence of 
various types of notoh on rim aracking, l3.5.inch-diameter disks 
were subjected to cycles of themal stress. 

Apparatus aud Procedure 

The disks were made of SAE 1045 steel and hardened to Rockwell 
C hardneeses of 28 to 30. The dimensions ofthedieks me shown in 
figure 8. A flat disk is shown in figure 8(a) and a tapered disk is 
shown In figure 8(b). 

The equimnt used to produce thermal-stress oyolee snd the 
equipment used to record temperatures are shown in figure 9. A 
15.kilowatt inducstion-heating machine vas used to heat the disks. 
A five-turn induotor aoil heated the rim of the disk. After i few 
runs, the slip ringe were not used. The disk was rotated 1 or 
2 revolutions in one direction and then the dire&ion of rotatim 
was reversed. The thermocouple leads were allowed to twist as the 
disk rotated. 

The rims of these disks were heated to a temperature of U30° F 
in about 3 to 4 minutes and then cooled with jets of air on both 
sides of the disk. The temperature dietributirms during a thermal- 
5tre55 aycle are shown in figure 10. The temperature of 1350° F 
represented the msximm rim temperature that was obtaIned in the 
cycle runs for eauh disk. The early thermal-stress cycles on each 
diskwere carried out at lowernaximumrimtnmperatures in order to 
establish the minimum temperature gradient required to cause rim 
oracking. Figure 11 show5 the temperature distribution during the 
cooling part of a themal-stress cycle. The ooolipgpart of the 
oyole required frm 3 to 5 minutes and was rapid at the rim during 
the early part of oooling. After the disk ma&&I a temperature of 
LOO0 to 125O F a new thermal-etree5 cycle was started. 
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Results and Di5ou5sion 

It was impossible to produoe maoking at the notohee in the 
rim Her the previously described omditions. The flat disk was 
subjected to approximately 200 thermal-stress oyalee and the 
tapered disk was eubjeoted to approximately 20 cycAes in which the 
maximum rim temperature was 1350° F. The ocmditicm of the disks 
after the runsare shown idfigures 12 and 13. Thedarkareas at 
the bottcms of the notches were brought out by removing the male 
with.a pieoe of emery oloth, which was supported by a flat pieae 
of steel. These areas were depressions smmuhat below the 5tarfac4s 
of the disks. The center psrte were the region5 of greatest depres- 
sion in the dark areas. The areas at the bottoms of the notches 
resembled plaetio-flow figures or tiderev lines. 

Hardness surveys taken after the runs were ocmpletsd show& 
that the hardness at the edge of the rim was approximately Roakwell 
c-10. On the tapered disk, whioh had been subjected to only 
20 themal-stress oyolee at 1350° F, the reduoticm In hardness 

started approximately li inohee Fran the edge of the disk. In the 

case of a flat disk, which had been eubjeoted to approximately 
200 cycles at 13500 F, the reduoticm in hardness started approxl- 
mately 3 inches from the edge of the disk. After a few oyoles of 
heating, the rims of the disks lost their hardness and plastio flow 
ooourred at the bottom of the notches. A possible fcuztor oontrib- 
uting to the absence of oraoklng was that the maximmtemperature of 
1350° F at the rim was high enough to allow a omiderable amount of 
stress relief in carbon steel during the time at whioh the rim 
was at that temperature. 

The work on tool steel was a ocmtlnuation of the i.uveetigaticw 
of the influence of various types of notuh on rim craoking, and in 
addition, the effeotiveuese of holes in preventing orack growth and 
the effect of hardaese on rim oraoking were investigated: Rscawe 
it was impossible to produue oraoks in carbon-steel disks on 
account of the los5 of hardness during the heating cycle, disks 
made from a tool steel that would maintain its hardness at the 
temperatures reached at the rim were used. 
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Apparatus and Procedure 

The disks used in these experiments were a molybdenti high- 
speed tool steel, which is sometimes referred to as "a red-hard 
tool steel." The nanInal chemical ocarpoeitian m a percentage 
basis was: 

C W MO Cr V Fe 
0.8 1.5 8 4 1 Balanoe 

Five 13.5.inoh-diameter tapered disks were used. The disks, 
each of uniform ha&zess, had Rockwell C hardnesees of 11, 38, 46, 
60, and 65. The dimensions of the disks are shown in figure 14. 
The experimental equimnt was the same as that used for the + 
carbon-steel disks. (See fig. 9.) 

The experiment-al program oaaeieted of the followlug proa5dur55: 

(a) Ten cycles with a maxtmum rim temperature of 800° ? were 
r& eroept for the disk with a Rookwell C hardness of 65. 

(b)Themmirnmnrimtentperature w-55 inweassd in 25'F incre- 
ments snd.lO.cyclee were run at each incremsnt. 

Each the-l-stress cycle was similar to that described in the 
preaeding section. The temperature distributione were similar to 
those shown in figures 10 and 11. 

Results and Discus5icn 

Ocourrenae of craak5. - With ape eroepticm, the first craok 
occurred between the 60o-Vnotoh and the l/16-inch-diameter hole. 
The relation between the holes and the notuhee is shown in fig- 
ure 14. In most cases, withti a few cycles after the first orack 
oocurred and at the seme temperature gradient, ma&s ooourred at 
the remaining V notohes irrespective of the presenoe of holes. 
With two excleptions, no aracks occurred between the eemioiroular 
notches and the holes. In the o&se of the V notches tithout holes, 
the craoks generally grew about 1 Inch during the ayole in wh%ch 
they occurred. This initial growth seemed to occur in a very short, 
time or instantaneou5ly. During the cycle at which the mack pa55ed 
through the hole, the crack length increased about l/4 inch. The 
crack lengths increased very slowly after the cycle during which 
they occurrsd. The preceding statements about rates of craok growth 
apply to all of the disks except the one with low hemdn55s 
(Roclmll C-U). The cracks in the low-hardness disk progressed 
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only a very short dietanae during the cyole in which they occurred. 
The eppe8r8nce of cracks in the hard dieka is ehown in figure 15. 
A typical areck in the disk with low hardnees is shown in figure 16. 

Three orsckrs developed at the Bame temperature in the Rockwell 
C-65 disk. Thie diek we8 the first tool-&eel diek to be investigated 
and too high a temperature was chosen for the initial heating cyole. 
Some operating difficultiee were eleo encountered in the first cycle 
end the rim temperature may h&ve mogneatarily been slightly higher 
then that measured by the recorder. 

Effectivenese of holee. - The tempereturee et which first caees 
of the several cracking phenomena occurred in the varioue dieks are 
shown in figure 17. Cnepointon eachofthethree curve8was 
obtained from eaoh disk. The hardnese ofthe disks is indicated by 
the abecisse. The increaee in temperature, above that producing 
orecke, required to oause the crack to progrees through a l/16-inch 
hole indicates the effectiveneee of such a hole in preventing crack 
growth. The 881128 statement may be made for the l/8-inch holee, a 
whioh were more effeotive than the l/16-inch-diameter holee in pre- 
venting crack growth. 

The weaker thet hed occurred et the bottom of the notches 
without holee were about 1 inoh long, however, and the probability 
that theee orack~ weme contributing considerably to the relief of 
rim etressee should not be overlooked. The presence of the l-inch 
craoks probably required eomewhat higher temperatures to force the 
oracke through holee than would have been required in their absence. 
The drilled holee were rether effective in etopping crack growth, 
but propagation of the cracks beyond the holes by increasing the 
marfmum temperatures at the rim was poeeible. The relative effec- 
tiveness of the holels wae evaluated by increasing the maximum rim 
temperature until the crack8 were forced through the holea; the 
progreesion of the cracks through the holee in theee runs doee not 
meen the-b the holee were of no value. 

Influence of hardness and other factors on rim oracking. - The 
dieke of material8 with Rockwell C hardneaeee of 38 and 46 had low 
craoking temperatures ae.ehown in figure 17. For thie range of 
hardness, 8ccording to references 3 and 4, tool steel8 of thie type 
have low toughness and impact strength. The toughnees and the 
impact strength are higher for disks that are herder or softer than 
those diak~l in the Rockwell C hardnese range from 38 to 46. The 
loss of toughness or impact strength seems to have been the signif- 
icant factor in causing the low cracking tmperatures for dieks 
with Rockwell C hardnesaea of 38 and 46. In general, fm figure 17, 
reducing the hardness Orp the disk evidently increases resistance 
to oracking. 
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Hardness surveys of the tool-steel disks, after lnduction- 
heating runs, showed no change in hardness and no varietion in 
herdness frrxn the center to the rim. 

The tool-&eel disk with a hardness of Rockwell C-11 had about . 
the same hardness es that measured in the rime of the -bon-steel 
disks after testing. Creeks were produced in tool-&eel disks, 
whereas no creaks were produced in carbon-ateel disks. Carbon 

' 
steel of this hardness has high ductility. A reduction in area of 
56 percent for SAE 1045 steel of this hardness is reported in 
reference 5. The reduction in are8 of tool steels of this type 
and hardness is stated to be sound 20 percent in reference 6. 
The lower ductility of the tool steel was 8 factor of considerable 
importance in causingrim crack-. Tool steel requires higher 
temperatures for stress relief and for softening (references 4, 6, 
and 7), and this requirement may also account for part of the 
difference'inrimcracking. 

The following results were obtained fran an erperlmental inves- 
tigation of rim cracking in 8 welded-blade ccdaposite gas-turbine 
wheel, in carbon-steel disks, and.in tool-steel disks: 

Welded-Blade Ccmpoeite Gas-Turbine Wheel 

The composite gae-turbine wheel had 8 low-alloy 5AE steel center, 
a he&t-resieting alloy rim, and welded blades. The wheel had devel- 
oped cracks in the rim during operetfon in an engine before 
l/a-inch and l/16-inch-dismeter holes were drilled in the rim et 
the base of epprately 25 percent of the blades in order to 
evaluate the effectiveness of such holes in preventhg crack growth. 

The creeks did not @ww through the holes during thermal-stress 
cycles to which the wheel was subjected by induction heating. A 
maximum rim temRereture of Xl.500 F was reached. A few r&her long 
cracks were present, which grew rapidly during the run, indicating 
that e considerable portion of the stress relief was occurring in 
the long cracks. The presence of these long cracks, which extended 
in the radiel direction into the rine beyond the holes, made eccu- 
rate evaluation of the effectiveness of the holes difficult. Meas- 
urements, which were made with electric creak gages, indicated that 
crack growth occurred during the cooling part of the thermal-stress 
cycle. This ocourren ce ie in agreement with theoretical. cmsider- 
etions, which indicate thet high tensile stresses exist during the 
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cooling part of the the-l-strees cycle as a result of the plastic 
flow in compression, which occurs during the heating part of the 
cyole. 

Carbon-Steel Disks 

Two 13.5-inch-diameter SAB 1045 &eel disks were subjected to 
the-10strese cycles produced by induction heating. It was iqos- 
sible to cause crecks to occur et notches in the rim as a result of 
thermal-stress cycles in which the rim was heated to 1350° F in 
3 to 4 minutes. Plastic-flow figures were produced et the bottan 
of the notches. The hardness of the disks before the runs was 
Rockwell C-28 to C-30 and after the runs the hardness of the rim 
wee Rockwell C-10. After 8 few cycles, the loss of hardness per- 
mitted plastic flow to occur. 

!l!ool-Steel Diske 

Five 13.5-inch-diameter tapered, molybdenum, high-speed tool- 
steel disks were subJected to thermal-stress cycles by induction 
heeting. mng the first part of the experiment, the disks were 
.subJected to a maximum rim temperature of 800° F. The rim tan- 
pereture wee increeeed in 25' F in cremente, and 10 thermal-stress 
cycle8 were nan et each increment. Semicirculer notches in the rim 
were more effective than 60°-V notches in resieting cracking, which 
wastobe expected. Holes of l/8-inch diameter in the rim were 
found to be more effective in stopping crack growth than l/16-inch- 
diameter holee. The dieks, eech of uniform hardneee, covered 
the range of Rockwell C Messes from 11 to 65. The higher 
the hardness, the lower was the temperature gradient required to 
produce crecking; no reduction of hardness occurred ee 8 result of 
experimentlq. It was possible to obtain cracking in the rim of 
the tool-steel di& of Rockwell C-11, whereas no creclring was 
obteined in SAE 1045 disks, which had about the same rim hardness 
after investigating. At Rockwell C hardnese of 11, the carbon- 
steel (SAE 1045) had 8 higher ductility than the tool ateel and 
this difYerence was a factor of considerable importance in 
accounting for the cracking. 

~eFlight PropulslanLab~etory, 
Hetional Advisory Caumittee for Aeronautice, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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!cABLE II -PROPAWIOlfO??CRACKSNEAREO~ IN GAS-TURBINEWEEL 

mber of 
.erm81- 
trees 
yclea 

T 
Rot maah- 
ipg holea 

0 16 

5 11 

15 9 

20 9 

30 9 

Ibiber of crac 
stopping Propa- 
8t holes @ted 

to 
holee 
awing 

run 

27 -= 

29 5 

31 2 

31 0 

30 0 
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TABmIrI - cawJ!mBIKE-WHIFEL CRACK IiEmTEa 

(AVERAGE UP- AHD DOWNSTRFAM IENGTE) 

( 
t 

1 1 2 3 4 
Number of qolee run per 5 10 5 10 
Total number of cycles 0 5 15 20 30 

Average length of oradce, (in.) 0.22 0.21 0.24 
Total number of oracke 195 192 194 

meseured 

Average length of craok0 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.17 
shorter than 0.22 lmh, (In.) 

Ikmber of craaks ehorter 134 130 130 129 131 
then 0.22 Inoh . 

Average length of or8oks 0.57 0.64 0.71 1.02 
longer than 0.50 lnuh, (in.) 

IQhmber of craakelonger 0 1 4 6 9 
than 0.50 inuh 

%heel 80 reoelved. 

. 
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FigureI.- Ttmbinewheelattim itwaermmedfrmturbine-propellsrengins. 
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- ..- 
Ffgure 2. - Holes, themooouples, and oraok gages QP downsIzeam side of gas-turbine &eel. 
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FQure 3. -Halelooatlc~~ ingas-turblnewhedrlm. 
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Figure 4. -Setup fm imest~timoftnrblnevheel. 
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Figure 5. - Temperature dlatributlon in gas-turbine wheel during teathg. 
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Figure 6. - Temperature distribution in gas-turbine wheel during cooling. Power on 31.5 mlnute8 
before aoollng. 
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Figure 7. - Growth of long cracks in gas-turbine wheel. 
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(a) Flat disk. 

Flgsrc 8. - Hotahed-rla 13.6~inch-dlmmtsr dlat. 
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elgare 0. - Cm’mlticd. Natohad-rlm 15.5~lmh-dlaatsr dlak. ’ 
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Figure 10. - Temperature dIstributIon in 13.5.inch-diameter disKs' 
during heating. 
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FLgure 11. - Temperature distribution In 13.5-inch-diameter disks 
during cooling. Power on 4.4 minutes before cooling. 
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aigare 12. - C~ltlcnofS&E 1045 X5.5-inchdiameterd~ekafternms. 
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Pl&ure 14. - llotahed- and drilled-rim tapred tool-steel dlak. 
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Figure 3.5. - E&dial areek In l3.5-in~h4lanteWr tool-steel disk. Bardness, Rookwell c-60. 
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RQure 16. - Cm& la 15.5~Inoh4iameter tool-steel diek. Bardness, Rookwell Cdl. 
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0 First crack 
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A  Crack throngh l/a-inch hole 
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Plgura 17. - Cracking temperatures In 13.5Inch-di&?etsr tool-steel disks. 
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